
3.4 Member Protection and National Redress Scheme

Since the last Conference, the Royal Commission has reported. This has not (yet) resulted in
widespread legislative change at federal or state level, nor has ASC/Sport Australia issued
recommendations on changes to sports’ member protection policies (our policy is largely taken from
the ASC template).

The major substantive development is the establishment of a redress scheme for victims (see
accompanying information). This is intended as a route for victims to obtain a compensation
outcome without having to go through an expensive legal process (and with a lower burden of
proof), but with a cap on compensation ($150,000). A victim can still sue through the normal courts
(going through the redress scheme waives this right). The scheme only applies to victims under the
age of 18 at the time of the event concerned.

For an organisation, joining the redress scheme potentially limits the liability to the organisation
should a victim choose to go through that route rather than suing. (However, by joining, an
organisation commits to making any payments required under the scheme). We understand there is
no upfront monetary cost to joining the scheme unless/until a successful claim is made, but the
process of joining is likely to involve a substantial commitment of volunteer and/or staff time.

The material we have received on the scheme is directed at national sporting organisations, but we
expect it would also be open to state associations. The material states that the responsible body is
that which introduced the victim to the perpetrator (in our context, that would be more likely to be
a state association than the national body), although it is not clear to us whether any residual
liability exists for the national body in a state case.

The Board has not yet made a decision as to whether Orienteering Australia will participate. The
considerations are somewhat different for a sport which is large enough and has the sort of profile
that it knows it will have cases, to what they are for a sport (like ours) which may have no cases. (The
organisers of the scheme have provided an estimator – this suggests that a sport of our size and
history would be expected, on average, to have 1 case).

Board members are not aware of any episodes in Australian orienteering which may give rise to a
claim under the scheme (or through the courts). However, the nature of this field is that historical
incidents may only come to light many years later so we cannot rule out the possibility that cases
will emerge.
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